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ABSTRACT 
A finite set of commutative matrices is viewed as a cubic array. Its structure is 
considered via a collection of related symmetric matrices. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
Commutative matrices have been studied (at least) since late in the last 
century (see e.g. [2,3,8]). Th e are not often the topic of an independent y 
study (as [9]), b u usually we can find a chapter on commutative matrices in t 
monographs on linear algebra (e.g. [4-61). The authors in [9, p. 661 noticed 
that commutativity implies certain symmetries in the structure of products of 
commutative matrices. We consider these symmetries in further detail. Our 
motivation for studying commutative matrices comes from multiparameter 
spectral theory [l]. 
A finite set of commutative matrices is considered as a cubic array. We 
restrict our interest to nilpotent commutative matrices. The general com- 
mutative case is easily deduced from the nilpotent one. In Section I we 
introduce some notation and define a basis in which the commutative 
matrices are simultaneously reduced to a special upper triangular form and so 
the corresponding cubic array is in a special upper triangular reduced form. 
In the nonderogatory case the cubic array can be reduced to upper Toeplitz 
form. This case is considered in Section 2. Some auxiliary results concerning 
matrices whose products are symmetric are presented in the third section. 
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The two consecutive blocks on the upper diagonal of the cubic array can be 
reconstructed from a special triple. This main result is found in Section 4. We 
illustrate the preceding discussion with an example in the last section. 
1. NOTATION 
LetA={A,; s= 1,2,..., n} be a set of n commutative matrices. Each 
matrix A, is a N X N complex matrix. We also consider A as a cubic array 
of numbers of dimensions N X N X n. Such an array is called commuta- 
tive (since A,Y pairwise commute). Two arrays (or two sets of commutative 
matrices) A and A’ are called similar if there is an N X N invertible matrix 
U such that A,s = UP’At5U for all s. For this collection of equations we also 
use the notation A = U-‘A’U. 
The vector C” consisting of all the (i, j)th entries of matrices in A is 
labeled 
ajj = 
Then the row and column cross-sections of A are defined by 
Ri = [Ai, ai **. aiN] 
and 
T 
a1j 
7 
%j 
cj= II . a& 
These are n X N and N X n complex matrices, respectively, for i = 
1,2, . . ) N and j = 1,2,. . . , N. 
DEFINITION. A complex N X N matrix is called symmetric if A = AT, 
i.e. if it is equal to its transpose (without conjugation). 
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LEMMA 1. The array A is commutative i;f and only if the products Ri Cj 
are symmetric for all i, j = 1,2, . , N. 
Proof. The (i,j)th entry of the product A, A,s (T, s = 1,2,. . , n> is 
(ArAs)ij = IfI (Ar)ik(As)kj = F (Ri)rk(C,j)kr = (RiCj),; 
k=l k=l 
Thus A, A,T = A, A, if and only if ( R,Cj),,s = (R,C,>,,, that is, if and only if 
R,Cj are symmetric. n 
It is well known (see e.g. [5, p. 2981) that commutative linear transforma- 
tions A, on C” reduce the space to the direct sum of invariant subspaces for 
all A, such that every A,$ has on every direct summand exactly one eigen- 
value h,. Replacing A, by A, - A,Z, restricted to a common invariant 
subspace, that eigenvalue is 0 for all s. Therefore we will assume in what 
follows that the commutative matrices A have only one eigenvalue 0, or 
equivalently that they are all nilpotent. 
Let m be the minimal number such that A:lAie *** Ak,” = 0 for all 
collections of kj 2 0 such that C;l=, kj = m. Since the product of N upper 
triangular N X N matrices with zero diagonal is 0, it follows that m < N. 
(This idea can be found in the proof of Theorem 2 in [7] due to H. W. 
Lenstra Jr.1 For i = 1,2, . . . , m we write 
ker A’ = n ker( AilAk,l ... AZ”) and Di = dim ker A’ 
X”= k =i k >O J'J 'I' 
and di = Di - Dj_ 1 for i = 1,2, . . , m, where D,, = 0. There exists a basis 
for @” such that for every i = 1,2, , m the set 
is a basis for ker A’. 
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If we now consider A as a cubic array with slices consisting of matrices A, 
(s = 1,2, . , n), then A has the following representation on ker A” = cN in 
the basis ~8: 
where 
Ak’ = 
kl 
a12 
kl 
a22 
. . . 
(1) 
is a cubic array of dimensions dk X dl X n and at; E c”. The array (1) is 
block upper triangular with zero diagonal, since A,(kerA”) c ker Ai- ’ for all 
s. The last relation follows from the definition of ker A’. If we expand the 
vector A,zj’ in the basis ~8, then (a:;), is the coefficient of 2: in this 
expansion. The row and column cross-sections of akl are 
Rf’ = [aft a$ **a a:(d,], i=l,i? ,..., d,, 
and 
Ck’ = (4:)’ 
3 
j = 1,2,...,d, 
(aii. j)T 
These are matrices of dimensions n X d, and d, X n, respectively. In this 
setting we have 
PROPOSITION 1. 
the matrices Ck, k+ i 
The basis 9 is chosen so that for k = 1,2, . . . , m - 1 
J ’ j = 1,2,. . . / d k+l> are linearly independ.ent . 
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Proof. Let us assume the contrary to obtain a contradiction. If the 
matrices Ckxk+’ are linearly dependent, i.e. C$+< CZ~C~!,~+’ = 0 and not all 
crj equal ‘0, then there exists a vector x E kerAk’ ’ \ kerAk, i.e. x = 
c++il CYj zj k+ ‘, such that A, x E kerAk- ’ for all s. But this yields x E kerAk, 
which contradicts x e kerAk. n 
We will now restate Lemma 1 for the case when A is in the form (1). 
COROLLARY 1. An array A is commutative if and only if the matrices 
l-1 
c RFhCj”, 
h=k+l 
k = I,& . . . , m - 2, 1 = k + 2, k + 3, . , m, i = 1,2,. . , d,, j = 
I,&. . , d,, are symmetric. 
Note that there is no condition on Al”‘. So an array A in the form (1) for 
m = 2 is always commutative. 
2. UPPER TOEPLITZ FORM 
DEFINITION. Assume that d, = d, = ... = d, = 1. Then A is in upper 
Toeplitz form if Ak’ = Ak- L-’ for k = 2,3, . . , , m, 1 > k, and the other Akl 
are 0. 
THEOREM 1. Assume that d, = 1 for s0m.e 1 > 2. Then d, = dl,l = 
. . . = d, = 1. By a suitable change of basis we can assume 
and the bottom right (m - 1 + 1) X (m - 1 + 1) block of A can be written 
in upper Toeplitz form. 
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Proof. By Corollary 1 the matrices 
are symmetric, and by Proposition 1 they are not all 0. Thus there are 
complex numbers eil not all 0 such that a{; ‘3 ’ = 51a11 ‘+ ‘, ‘. If we replace zfiT_‘, 
in the basis 9 by the vector Cfki eilai- ‘, we obtain a new basis in which 
the array a’- ‘, ’ is of the required form 
where b # 0. 
Now suppose that not all d. = 1 for j > 1 + 1. Then say that h (> 1 + 1) 
is the smallest number such t h at d, > 1. If h > 1 + 2, then for k = I, 1 + 
1, , h - 2 the arrays Ak, k’ ’ are nonzero and of dimensions 1 X 1 X n, so 
they can be considered as n-vectors. Thus we identify Ak’ k+ ’ with a’;ik + ’ and 
denote it ak, k+ ‘. By Corollary 1 the matrices 
sz_, = b. (aLl+l)r and s, = ,k.k+l. (ak+l.k+2)T, 
k=Z,Z+l,..., h-3, 
are symmetric, and since the vectors b and ak, k+l are nonzero, the ranks of 
the Sk are exactly 1. Therefore, there exist nonzero complex numbers 
ek such that ak,k+l = ekb for k = I, I + 1,. . . , h - 3. Further, if h = 
1 + 1 [respectively h > 1 + 21, the matrices S{_ 1 = b * (a;:’ ‘IT [ S{_a = 
ah-2,h-l .(a;J71.h)r] are symmetric and of rank exactly 1 for j = 1,2. They 
are not zero, since by Proposition 1 the at,: ‘, h are linearly independent. 
Hence there exist nonzero numbers EL’_ 1 such that at37 ‘, h = q_ ,b. The 
vector et_ 1 75: - E;_$; is then in the subspace kerAh- r. This contradicts 
the fact that the vectors .z: with index i < h - 1 form a basis for kerAh-’ 
and the vectors .zi with index i < h a basis for kerAh. Thus d, = d,, 1 = 
. . . =d, = 1. 
Now we restrict the matrices Ai to the quotient d = cNlelml xt0). To 
finish the proof it has to be shown that there is a basis for d such that all the 
restricted matrices AsId are in upper Toeplitz form. In the first part of the 
proofwe sawthat for k=Z,l+l,...,m-1 alltheak,k+’ are nonzero 
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multiples of b. Therefore there is a number r between 1 and n such that 
A,l@ has a Jordan chain of length m - 1 + 1. Then by 15, p. 2961 or 16, p. 
1301 we can find a basis in which all AsI& [and thus the bottom right 
(m - I -t 1) X (m - I + 1) block of A] are in the upper Toeplitz form. n 
The following is a special case of Theorem 1 
COROLLARY 2. Assume that d, = d, = 1. Then forj = 1,2, . . , m each 
dj = 1 and A has upper Toeplitz representation. 
This result is a generalization of results for the nonderogatory case in 15, 
p. 296; 6, p. 1301. 
3. MATRICES WHOSE PRODUCT IS SYMMETRIC 
Before describing the structure of A further, we will prove the following 
auxiliary results, which are of interest in themselves. 
LEMMA 2. Let R and CT be p x q complex matrices where p > q, and 
assume that rank R = q. Then RC is symmetric aIf and only if there is a 
symmetric matrix X E c’Jxq such that CT = RX. The matrix X is unique. 
Proof. Assume first that the product RC is symmetric. Let Y E 6ZqxP 
be a left inverse for R. Then C = YCTRT or CT = R(CY T>. Denoting 
X=CYT, we have XT = YCr = YBX = X; thus X is symmetric. 
Conversely, let C T=RXandX=X?‘.Then 
and thus the product RC is symmetric. 
It remains to show that X is unique. Suppose that CT == RX, = RX,. 
Then by left invertibility of R it follows that X, = X,. n 
The next result will generalize Lemma 2 to the case where there are k 
matrices Rj, j = 1,2,. . . , k, such that all the products RjC are symmetric. 
We assume that kp 2 q and that 
(2) 
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Define r = rank[R, R, *.. Rk], and let the columns of the matrix g E 
@Pxr form a basis for the space spanned by the columns of [R, R, a*- 
Rk]. Thenforj = 1,2,.. ., 
Moreover (2) implies 
k there is a matrix Sj E Crx9 such that Rj = lb,. 
(3) 
since for every vector x in the intersection of the kernels of Sj one has 
Rj x = fbj x = 0, whence 1c E n$=, ker Rj = (0) and so 1c = 0. The prop- 
erty (3) implies that the matrix 
has a left inverse [Z, Z, *a* 
this notation, we have 
Z, 1, where all Zj are 9 X T matrices. Using 
LEMMA 3. Assume that CT and Rj, j = 1,2,. . . , k, are p X 9 matrices, 
that kp > 9, and that (2) holds. Then the matrices RjC are all symmetric if 
and only if there exist k symmetric matrices Xj E crXr such that 
c = i: Z.X. RT ( -I J I) and Sl(!lZjXj) = ,> l= 1,2,...,k. (4) 
Proof. Let RjC be all symmetric. Then RjC = C’RT implies 
R(S,C) = (Crs;>Br, so matrices fi and SjC satisfy the conditions of 
Lemma 2. Then there are symmetric matrices X3 E crXr such that SjC = 
X,I?‘. From the proof of Lemma 2 we see that Xj = S,CY T, where Y E 
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crxp is a left inverse of fi. The above equations can be put together as 
Multiplying on the left by [Z, Z, *-a Zk], we get 
and so 
c = i zjxj ET. 
i 1 j=l 
Finally, a simple calculation gives the second part of (4) viz. 
Sl[&ZjXj) = slplzjsj)cYT = SICYT = x, 
for all 1 = 1,2, . . . , k. 
Let us now prove the converse, We have symmetric matrices Xj 
which satisfy (4). Then CTRT = $zj=, XjZJrS:‘)Rr = kYlgT and R,C = 
I&,(~~= i ZjXj)fi’ = kX, g’. Hence the products R,C are all symmetric. n 
4. STRUCTURE OF COMMUTATIVE MATRICES 
PROPOSITION 2. Denote the dimension of the span of the set 
{,{)i+l; i=1,2 ,..., d,,j=1,2 ,..., dl+,} 
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by r,, for 1 = 1,2, . . , m - 1. Then 
d 1+ 1 - < rl < min{n, dldl+,) 
4 
for 1 = 1,2,. - , m 1, and 
r/ 2 rlfl 
for 1 = 1,2, . m - . , 2. 
Proof. The array d,‘+l is constructed so that rl < min{n, dldl+,l. 
Furthermore, the rank of the matrix 
is 4+, (cf. Proposition 1). Since r,, = rank R!,‘+’ < rl for j = 1,2,. . , (-1, I 
and rank(J$= , R,) < Cfi”=, rank Rj for any matrices Rj of the same sizes, it 
follows that 
dl 
d 1+1 G C rlj G ‘lrl. 
j=l 
By Corollary 1 the matrices RED ‘+‘Cf’ ‘3 ‘+’ are symmetric for I = 1,2, . , 
m - 2, and by Proposition 1 the matrix 
has full rank. So for everyj the matrices C;’ ‘,‘+’ and RE%‘+‘, i = 1,2, , d,, 
satisfy the conditions of Lemma 3. Then by (4) the rows of Ci+1,2c2 are in 
the span of the columns of RI, ‘+ ‘, and so rI > rl+ l. n 
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Let us now consider the case m = 3. Then 
(5) 
Commutativity imposes conditions only on the arrays A” and A23. So we are 
only interested in these two arrays. 
First we will discuss the special case when the row cross sections of A’” 
span a one-dimensional subspace in Cn ’ ‘2. By a suitable change of basis 9, 
we can assume that 
Then we have a simpler version of the main result: 
(6) 
THEOREM 2. Assume that A is commutative with m = 3 and that A’” 
has the form (6). Then the array A’3 is generated by a set of d, symmetric 
matrices of sizes d, x d,. 
Proof. By Corollary 1 the products RfCIF3 are symmetric, and by 
Proposition 1 the matrix R, I2 has full rank. Thus by Lemma 2 there exist 
symmetric matrices Xj such that <CJ?3>T = R:“Xj for all j. n 
The above special case has some significance in the application to 
multiparameter spectral theory. This will be discussed elsewhere. 
Before we state the main result for the general case m = 3, let us 
introduce some new notions. Proposition 2 makes the following definition 
sensible. 
DEFINITION. The set of integers ~8 = Id,, d,, d,; r), where all dj and r 
are positive, is called an admissible set if 
tdj=iV, 
d 1+1 
r < n, and - 
4 
< r < dldl+, for 1 = 1,2. 
j=l 
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For the set of matrices Xij E Crxs, i = 1,2,. . . , d,, j = I,%. , d,, we 
introduce the matrix 
'lj 
'2j 
xi=. ) I. 1 &J 
and we denote by 9 the subspace in UZrllr spanned by the union of the ranges 
of Xj for all j. Similarly, for a set of matrices (Si E Crx’, i = 1,2, . . . , d,} we 
write 
and 
ST = [s, s, .** Sd]]. 
DEFINITION. For a given admissible set g the triple (fi,a”, P), where 
g is a full-rank n x r matrix, zz”= {Xij, i = 1,2, . , d,, j = 1,2, . , c&j is 
a set of r x r symmetric matrices, and P is a projection in Cdlrxdlr, is a 
structure triple (for ~2) if it satisfies the conditions: 
(9 Xj, j = 1,2, . . . , d,, are linearly independent; 
(ii) the rank of P is d,; 
(iii> Y is a subspace of L%’ = Im P. 
THEOREM 3. Given a structure triple, we can describe (to within similar- 
ity) the arrays Al2 and A23 of a commutative cubic array A. (Commutativity 
does not depend on the choice of the array A13.) 
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Conversely, for a given commutative array A with m = 3 we can find a 
structure triple which generates the arrays Ai2 and AZ3 of A. 
Proof. Suppose we are given a structure triple (fi, 2, I’>. Let ker P = 2 
and Im P =9. The projection P can be written in the form 
(7) P= 
where Sj, 2: E crxrlz, Cy;r ZjSj = I, and Im S = 9. The decomposition (7) 
can be obtained for example from the matrix 
T= 
Sl Sll 
s2 s21 
Sd, Sd,l 
where the first d, columns form a b ‘asis for 9 and the rest form basis for z 
Sjl E crx+-d2, 
Then we choose [Z, Z, *-- Zd,] to be the first d, rows of the inverse T-‘. 
Any other decomposition of P as in (7) is given by 
Sl 
s2 p= . uu-l[z, z, ... Zd,] 
% 
for some invertible matrix U E ~dzxd2. Then an array A is generated as 
follows. The rows of A2 are given by 
Ri = iSi, i = I,2 ,..., d,, 
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and the columns of p3 are given by 
cj’ = ti $ X,jZT, j = 1,2 )...) d,. 
f-1 
First, the columns of Ai2 and AU are linearly independent. The columns of 
A= are linearly independent, since Xj are linearly independent, and the 
columns of A” are linearly independent, since the columns of S are linearly 
independent. In order to prove that A is commutative it remains to show by 
Corollary 1 and Lemma 3 that S,(C$ i Zi Xij> = Xlj for all I and j. Since 
PCS’, we have PXJ = X, or, written by blocks, C$ i SIZiXij = X,,. for all 1 
and J, which proves commutativity. 
If we take another decomposition 
we will get a similar array A,. The similarity transformation between A and 
A, is given by 
[ 0 I u 0 0 . 1  
Let us now explain how to obtain the structure triple from a commutative 
array A. Since A is commutative, the products Rf2CJ!3 are symmetric for 
Z = 1,2 ,..., d,, j = 1,2 ,..., d,, by Corollary 1. For every j the matrices 
Ri2, i = 1,2,. , d,, and Cl!” satisfy the conditions of Lemma 3. So there 
exist matrices R, Xil, S,, and 2, as in Lemma 3. We can choose the matrices 
i, S,, and Zr to be the same for all j, since they depend only on Rf2. Then 
the triple (R, Zz: P) is a structure triple where P = { Xij, i = 1,2, . . . , d,, 
j = 1,2,..., d3) and P = SZT. We need to check conditions (i>-(iii). Condi- 
tion (i) holds because Cj are linearly independent. By the construction of S 
and Z the rank of P is equal to rank S = d,, and by the right-hand equations 
in (4) the span of the ranges of Xj is a subspace of Im P. n 
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Theorem 3 tells us that in the case m = 3 the array (1) is commutative if 
the arrays Al2 and A23 are given through a structure triple. So we ensure that 
the row-column products of Corollary 1 are symmetric. If m > 4, we can 
consider the array (1) as a collection of (m - l>(m - 2)/2 cases with m = 3. 
Namely, for every pair of integers (k, I), 1 < k < 1 - 2 < m - 2, we have 
the problem 
with 
Ak,k+l Ak,k+z . . . Ak,l- 1 
0 Ak+l,k+P . . . Ak+l,l-l 
0 0 . . . ,1-2,161 
* 
Ak+ 1.1 
Ak-tZ.1 
0 
1-2 Z-l 
Cdia C 
i=k i=k+l 
The number rkkl is the dimension of the span of 
{ akh.h=k+l k+2 ‘J ’ , ,..., Z-l,i=l,2 ,..., d,,j=l,2 ,..., d,,}. 
The array 
Ak,k+l Ak,k+2 . . . Ak,l-1 
0 Ak+l,k+2 . . . Ak+l,l-l 
0 0 . . . ,1-2,1&l 
(9) 
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acts as the array Al2 in the case m = 3, and the array 
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‘Ak+l,l 
Ak+Z,l 
d-1,1 
(10) 
23 as the array A in the case m = 3. The sizes of 0 and * in (8) are not 
important when we generate the arrays (9) and (10) from a structure triple as 
described in Theorem 3 for Al2 and AZ3. The row-column products of the 
arrays (9) and (10) are exactly the products in Corollary 1. So A is commuta- 
tive if and oniy if these products are symmetric. Then the structure tripies of 
the above problems (8) (subject to appropriate matching conditions), together 
with an array A’* m, describe A. 
5. EXAMPLE 
Let us consider an example similar to the one in [6, pp. 130-1311. Let 
Then the (nilpotent) matrices that commute with A, have the form 
0 a11 % a21 a22 
0 0 a11 0 %1 
A, = 
i 
00 0 0 0 
0 a31 ‘32 0 a41 
0 0 a31 0 0 . 
where all aij are arbitrary. In order to construct the array A in the form (1) 
we need to look at different cases depending if some of aij are 0. There are 
two choices for m: 3 and 5. In the case m = 3 there are two choices for 
admissible sets: {1,2,2; 2) and {2,2,1; 2). If m = 5 then di = 1 for all i. We 
here present the cubic array A as a two-dimensional array of column vectors. 
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(i) Let all aij in A, be nonzero. Then m = 5 and d, = d, = d, = 
d, = d, = 1. In the basis ~3’~ = {e,, e4, e2, es, eJ the array A is 
A= 
(i) (ZJ (h) (z2) (z2)- 
(i) (00) (2) (L) (2,) 
(i) (i) (i) ($1) (21) ’ 
(i) (i) (i) (kg (Zl) 
and in the basis 9; = {e,, e4, cxe2, (yes + pe,, cx2e3 + pes + ye,}, where 
a = %1/% p = (a,,/agGz,, - Q>, y = (+1/&)Kq1 - a4J2 + 
‘2Z”31 - ~~1~~~1, the array A is in the upper Toeplitz form 
A= 
where 
%lU21 
S=-, 
a21 
a 
a31 
7,I = ?(a;, + a 
a31 
22 31 - %l%)~ 
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and 
%%2 + u11u22 - ‘22’41 + $[h - u41)2 + ‘22’31 - u21”32 
1) 
(ii> Suppose now that u21 = 0 and the other uij are nonzero. Then 
m = 3 and d, = 2, d, = 2, and d, = 1. In the basis ~~27~ = {el, e4; e2, es; e3} 
we have 
1 i a31 0 1 1 0 0 I 
We can choose the structure triple of A to be 
0 
R= o 1> 
-[ 1 1 Xl, = a11  41 + a11 a22a31 1 ’ 
0 
x2, = 
a31 
a31 UGl(%l + Q4d 1 
and 
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The array Al3 is 
181 
(iii) The last case we will consider is u31 = 0 while the other aij # 
0. Then m = 3 and cl, = 1, d, = 2, and d,3 = 2. In the basis ~8~ = {e,; 
e2, e4; e3, es} we find 
A= 
One possible choice for the structure triple is 
1 
Xl, = 
a11 a11 & + ‘21’32 
The decomposition (7) for P is 
182 
and the array Al3 is 
TOMti KOSIR 
A13 = [(at) (L)]. 
The above results present part of the research done in my Ph.D. program 
under the supervision of Professor Paul A. Binding. 1 am thankful to him for 
his encouragement and discussions. 
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